
 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GAME CHANGER CUP 

The winners of the Game Changer Cup for game week 29/30 

July are Regan Wille and Nicholas Oscroft for both scoring 

hatricks for the U16B team in their 10-0 win against DF Malan. 

Tremendous effort by all players in the team with these two 

players putting the icing on the cake for some really good team 

play.  

 

 



29&30 July 2022 

U19A v DF Malan 

U18 SACS vs DF Malan 
The SACS U18 match against DF Malan counted as a WP Premier 
League fixture and so the result was important for both teams. SACS 
started strong pressing DF Malan high in the field, forcing turnovers and 
creating scoring opportunities. Louis Laureys opened the scoring after a 
deft cross from Liam Haupt, who was playing higher in the field for this 
fixture to create goal-scoring chances. Michael Royden Turner blasted in 
the second goal moments later with his trademark back-stick. Captain 
Finlay Frost added to the scorecard with a dicing outstretched backhand 
deflection which had the crowd cheering. Ray Bonnet tapped in from 
close range to put SACS up at half-time. The second half saw much of 
the same, with DF Malan defending deep, challenging SACS to find a 
way through. Dean Carrick converted a penalty after his drag flick was 
saved on the line by a defender’s foot. Dean then converted the next 
penalty corner with a disguised drag flick. Michael Royden Turner 
capped off his hat-trick after a short corner variation saw the ball come 
back to him in free space. A frustrating night where  SACS miss many 
chances but a final score of 7-0 saw the job done.    
  
U18 SACS vs Edgemead 
In the last league game of the season, Edgemead visited the SACS 
Brewery Astro to test themselves against the formidable SACS outfit. In 
a one-sided affair, Edgemead resorted to defending their goal area with 
all their players, in order to frustrate SACS. This saw long patches of 
SACS moving the ball around outside the Edgemead 22-yard area 
probing for openings. Michael Royden Turner broke through first with his 
Tomahawk backhand. A beautiful build-up of more than 10 passes then 
saw Chase Cottee finish the movement off into an open goal. Dean 
Carrick then stepped in with a darg-flick goal which had the Edgemead 
keeper guessing the wrong way. Michael Royden Turner finished the 
game off with yet another backhand smash which is becoming a familiar 
site in SACS matches. A 4-0 victory was slightly disappointing, but the 
game management by SACS left Rogan Stirk untroubled throughout the 
whole game. 

 

 

 



U19B  

A tough contest versus an unknown DF Malan team awaited SACS on a 

cold Friday night. Right from the start of the match, it was easy to see 

that DF Malan were up for the fight and brought immense physicality. 

The first half was an extremely even contest, with chances down both 

ends and some more fine saves from goalkeeper Matthew Thompson. 

Oliver Whitehead and Shubi Sulaiman were putting in a shift in the 

middle of the park but DF Malan were a tough nut to crack. After applied 

pressure, the team got a goal just before halftime and went into the 

break 1-0 up. The talk at halftime was to up the intensity and focus on 

the basics. The second half continued where it left off as an even 

contest. Saul Alperstein finished off a clever goal to make it 2-0 and put 

the game to bed. 2-0 winners and now for a midweek game vs Curro! 

 

U19C 

The SACS U19C players anticipated an easy win over DF Malan U19C 
team but this was not the case.  We had 80% of the possession and 
countless short corners but no luck in scoring goals.  Our forwards took 
numerous shots at goals but were denied each time by the excellent 
saves from their goalkeeper.  Full credit to the opposition’s defenders 
who man-marked us very well in their D and did not allow us much 
space. 
The frustrations of having so many opportunities and not scoring crept in 
and certain of our players exhibited bad sportsmanship on the field at 
times, focusing too much on the umpiring and not enough on their own 
patterns of play. This is certainly something that we can look at 
improving in the coming weeks.  The links can also work on more 
accurate passing of the ball to our forwards in the D so that they do not 
waste time in receiving the ball and setting up a shot at goals. 

 

U19D  

We started the game slowly, with everyone trying to run with the ball and 

many of our passes finding a DF Malan stick. We turned back to our 

normal style of play of moving the ball around quickly which resulted in 

many circle entries. It was just the final pass or touch that we could not 

execute accurately. We kept pushing forward putting the DF Malan 



defence under pressure and they started to cave in. The game ended 

with us 4-0 up with notable goals from Aidan Jones and Brett James. 

Even though it was not our best performance we came away with a win, 

which is promising for when we can hopefully to play to our full potential. 

 

 

U16A 

The SACS 16A side have had a busy return to hockey since being at various 

interprovincial tournaments throughout the holiday. It’s quite hard to believe 

that schools in KZN don’t play hockey in the third term considering the busy 

schedule that our boys face. 

  
In the spirit of calling a spade a spade, we have not been up against the 
strongest opposition over the last two weeks and it was made clear that the 
aforementioned fixtures would be used as preparation for Top Schools and 
Rondebosch. Throughout our games against DF and Curro the boys had certain 
targets such as, scoring in the first 2 minutes, having to pass in certain regions 
and focusing on collecting penalty corners. You may have been shocked seeing 



one of our strikers abandon a 1-1 with the opposition goalkeeper, to chase 
down a previously beaten defender – but rest assured there is a method 
behind the madness! 
  
Our first chukka against Curro was nothing short of breathtaking as the boys 
dazzled the opposition and crowd, as we romped our way to a historic 18-0 
win. Aiden Hughes managed to bag his first goal for SACS and Reece Theunis 
returned to fine form – scoring a great hat-trick. David Versveld assures me 
that despite missing a few ‘tap-ins’ he assisted 5 goals… Unfortunately, no 
witnesses were available to corroborate his account of events. 
  
Litha Kraai’s performance against Curro will be talked about in the North for 
many years to come, as the ‘Bunda’ managed to score 8 goals (5 against Curro, 
3 against DF) in the two fixtures. Cohen Williams was another one of the hat-
trick heroes against DF, as he combined his speed and skill to stun defenders. 
  
We now look firmly forward to Top Schools, as this year group attempts to be 
the first SACS u16A side to win the tournament. 
  
See you all there 
 

 

U16B 

A sunny Saturday morning in the Southern Suburbs was the perfect 

setting for what an eventful fifty minutes of hockey. We were set on 

building-on our previous performances in our fixture against DF Malan 

on the Brewery Astro. We hit the ground running and asserted our 

dominance by controlling the overall ball possession and match tempo. It 

took us 5 minutes to break the ice and register a goal. This only opened 

the flood gates as we continued being as clinical as possible in 

executing our game plan, and saw us bag 3 more goals before the end 

of the first half 4-0 up. After the half-time break, we continued where we 

left off, increasing our ball possession and dictation of the match tempo 

which continued to frustrate our opponents. Our defence was fortified by 

our improved defensive tactics and left our goalkeeper, Jono Mitchell, 

bored and lonely. The opposition only managed one circle entry in our 

defensive half, which resulted in their only shot, albeit off-target. We 

were hungry for more to do, more to improve and that showed as we 

were able to score 6 more goals in the second half, ending the game 10-



0. Some sublime finishing in the opposition circle saw Nic Oscroft and 

Regan Wille each score 3 goals; Nic Duk with a brace; as well as Jedd 

Bain and Lesedi Moletsane each score a goal. It was great performance 

all-round from the team. 

 

 

U16C 

On Saturday we made the trip to the always welcoming Langa hockey 
club. There is something special about the family atmosphere they have 
at Langa, we always have a great all round experience.  
 
We knew that this was going to be a tough game, playing an A side is 
always challenging. The game started at a high pace with our boys 
quickly learning that they cannot dive into tackles but should rather delay 
the challenge and channel the flaring Langa midfielders. We defended 
well, not allowing Langa to play their usual quick paced passing game. 
In the first half, we managed to get out of the Langa press fairly easily 
and had a good chunk of possession with a few solid D entries. The 
Langa keeper made a few very good saves to keep the score line level 
at 0 - 0 going into half time. At the half we were delighted to be gifted 



some orange slices from the Langa side, an awesome touch for the 
boys. We spoke about how we can be better on our counter attack and 
that we should be aware that they are playing quickly off our mistakes 
and need to adjust from attack to defense quicker. The second half 
began and in true Langa fashion with SACS making a small mistake in 
the midfield which they pounced on to get a scrappy first goal. We 
played some great hockey throughout the second half implementing 
what we spoke about in the break and this resulted in our strikers having 
a few 1 v 1 opportunities with the Langa keeper. Unfortunately, due to 
another small mistake Langa was able to counter and double their lead. 
Special mentions must go to Loyiso Booi and Ernie Alexopoulos for man 
of the match performances. The game ended in a 2 - 0 loss, but we 
played some amazing hockey against an A side and can definitely call 
this a big comeback from our previous week’s woeful performance. 
Massive thanks must go to our SACS u16A and Langa Hockey club 
player, Litha Kraai, who helped umpire the game and to Mr Pevs for 
coming out to umpire and support as well. Lastly a huge thanks to Langa 
Hockey for your hospitality to our boys, it is always a treat going out 
there to play. 

 

U16D 

Last week Saturday, the u16Ds took on Westerford in a brisk 7:30am 
game at the Brewery. After a much needed warm up, the whistle went 
and we were underway. 
 
The game was very much a one sided affair with our boys dominating in 
all areas of the field. We had worked hard the previous week on 
outletting and the gents used that to their full advantage throughout the 
game. With the ability now to play the ball down the outside channels out 
from the back, the movement around the field was phenomenal. This 
inevitably lead to numerous chances at goal which we took! 
Congratulations to all the goal scorers: 
Tom Boutall x2, Melo Siswana x2, Oli Rightford x2, Rhys Evans, Nyiko 
Somo and Sam Pringle … who took the mighty u16D side to an 
emphatic 9-1 win!! 
 
We have a breather this upcoming weekend but cannot wait to keep 
testing ourselves against the remaining opposition this season!  

 

 



U16E  

The mighty U16E's faced up to the Westerford D team on Saturday. With 
Yorke Petersen putting us on the scoreboard, we were able to maintain 
our lead heading into the second half. Nyiko Somo solidified our victory 
with a second goal, ending off in a 2-0 win. Special mention goes to 
Arthur Iteta for his incredible defence and hard work on the field. Arthur 
was key in not allowing Westerford any space to enter our half. We look 
forward to working hard for the upcoming derby. 

 

U15A 

Our U15s played the second game of the day on Friday, looking to set 

the tone for the rest of the teams. Right from the beginning, Brett, Van 

Lierop and Finlay Reid controlled what they controlled and ended up 

keeping yet another clean sheet. Nicholas Thompson played his part 

and made some fantastic saves. 

Soon we were 1-0 through an inch perfect short corner from Brett. It was 

great to see the boys applying what they have learnt at practice. Our 

passing was great, connecting while spending less time individually with 

the ball, and making their defenders work. We continued to press and 

we were soon 2-0 up through Kyle Jones, flicking it emphatically into the 

far top corner. The 2nd half continued in much the same vein. Jack 

Collet, Liam Cawood and Aadam Thompson controlled the centre of the 

field, linking up play between our forwards and defenders, and 

preventing any counter attacks. Matthew Chadwick terrorised their 

defense, while Mike Mthunzi showed flair and skill to continuously create 

opportunities. Jack Parson continued to hold the width and was getting 

plenty joy down the left channel, constantly creating chances for his 

teammates. Kyle Jones scored another, along with Ashton Bright and 

Tyler Pressly getting on the scoresheet. Kyle Jones completed his 

hatrick with two minutes to go in the match. A fantastic performance 

from him. It was great to see the boys playing the ball through midfield, 

shifting the channels and playing high percentage hockey. We now look 

to train hard and keep the momentum going as we face the three boys in 

schools to end off what has been a fantastic season. 

 

 



U14A 

It was a tremendous start to the game for SACS scoring within the first 

minute of the game, easing anxiety and allowing the SACS boys to play 

more freely. Mohlodi Maseko pounced on a loose ball, drove into the D 

and tamely flicked the ball so that it bounced between the goalkeepers’ 

legs and into the goal. However, it was some time later before SACS 

scored again. It was Mohlodi Maseko who drove from the left to right 

side of the D and cracked a goal between the goalkeepers’ legs. The 

press was working well and pressure from the forwards caused lots of 

turnover ball. At the back Dean Carstens had a storming game, making 

plenty of solid tackles, connections and impressive carries with the ball. 

Nick Versfeld, Cameron Groves and Cameron Cordeiro honed their 

skills at transferring the ball around the back and also picked the time 

well to attack the spaces. From good build up play Mohlodi MAseko 

carried the ball into the left side of the D and hit a reverse stick shot 

between the goalkeeper’s legs to complete a second half hatrick. 3-0 

was the score at half time. Tim Hodgkinson and Sean Kavenagh were 

impressive in making their passes count, and also adapted well to 

different positions around the pitch. The team will need to work upon 

their penalty corners in the coming weeks, failing to score any of the 

ones awarded to them. Nonetheless this was a really good performance, 

playing against a team that sat deep in defence to deny space. The final 

score was 5-0 with second half goals coming from Matthew Faria and 

Liam Petersen. 

 

U14B 

A 7-0 win for the U14B team against DF Malan sounds a very convincing 

win however, that does not tell the whole story. 2 Goals from Kei Von 

Lengeling, Rob Anderson, Alex Hodgkinson and a single goal from Benji 

Blackburn suggested a comfortable victory. In the first half we were a 

little timid, the game was full of indecision and our skills set were 

ordinary. Zach Myers played an important role to keep the team 

competitive. A positive but stern chat at half time by Mr Kraai created a 

much improved second half performance. Consequently, we were able 

to score excellent goals. We look towards good practice sessions before 

Rondebosch. 

 



U14C 

Friday afternoon was the setting for our second game against Pinelands 
U14A. The boys were ready and excited to play. The game started off 
fast with Pinelands putting SACS under pressure from the first whistle. 
Pinelands having good distribution from the back which allowed them 
great chances to score. The basics of SACS let them down and SACS 
were unable to keep possession of the ball. Pinelands capitalised with 
two quick fire goals. SACS had chances with two unconverted short 
corner’s and great shots which were saved by an excellent Pinelands 
keeper. Pinelands snuck another goal before half time leaving it 3-0 at 
half time. The SACS boys never gave up going into the second half and 
were determined to fight back. There were some great patches of 
hockey by SACS but unfortunately, it was just not their day in front of 
goal.  
Pinelands took their chances and scored a couple of unanswered goals 
leaving it 5-0 to Pinelands at the end of the game. Great effort by both 
teams! On to the next. 

 

U14D 

 

Our boys came up against one of our toughest challenges of the season 

when we faced off against Fairbairn’s A team. The first half was a half of 

lots of mistakes from both sides with either team missing some key 

opportunities in front of goal but it was the Sacs boys with their 'never 

die' attitude to came out on top with the end result being a 2-0 win. 

Standout performances came from Thomas Wayne in goal and Nick 

Brown upfront and Logan van Rensburg who set up both goals. 

 

 


